World class medical conferences take place next week

From: "DSEI 2015" <enquiries@dsei.co.uk>
To: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Date: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DSEI 2015
Dear XXXXXXXXXXXXXX,

The Trauma Innovation (Monday 14 September) and Ebola Learning Exploitation (Tuesday 15 September) Conferences are part of the DSEI Strategic Conferences series and have been developed in partnership with Defence Medical Services (DMS).

Contact our team to be part of this unique showcase of medical healthcare capabilities.

Trauma Innovation is Europe’s largest gathering of Military, Humanitarian & Emergency Medical Healthcare Professionals, and provides an unrivalled opportunity for exploring cutting edge trauma developments during a dedicated forum.

This year’s main themes are:

- **Legacy of Conflict**: how key current clinical challenges are being tackled
- **Future Conflict**: what are the challenges of medical support in the future, including sustaining and improving outcomes with extended clinical time lines
- **Conflict Research**: an opportunity for academic institutes, at the very forefront of clinical advances, to present their latest research developments in trauma

Key speakers include:

- **Keynote**: Brigadier Timothy J. Hodgetts CBE, Medical Director, Defence Medical Services
- **Colonel Kirby Gross**, Director, Trauma Care Delivery, USA Institute of Surgical Research
- **Colonel Paul Parker**, Consultant Trauma & Orthopaedics Anaesthetics, Royal Centre of Defence Medicine, Queen Elizabeth Medical Centre
- **Colonel Peter Mahoney OBE**, Defence Professor Anaesthetics, Defence Medical Services

Upgrade your ticket by contacting our team to attend both the Trauma Innovation Conference and the Ebola Exploitation Conference with just one delegate booking.

New for 2015, the Ebola Learning Exploitation conference will review the Defence Medical Services role in the UK response to the 2014-15 Ebola outbreak in West Africa, particularly Sierra Leone.
The keynote speech by Jennifer Cole from the Royal United Services Institute will set the scene by examining the reasons behind the outbreak and subsequent talks will discuss the innovative approaches taken and lessons learned from planning, training and delivering care on Operation Gritrock.

Topics covered will include the rapid establishment of a bespoke training facility, development of a novel clinical grading system, the delivery of the highest standards of intensive care in an otherwise resource-poor setting and the challenges of conducting vital research in this environment. The conference will close with a look to the future in which unplanned operations of this sort appear inevitable.

This year’s speakers include:

- **Keynote:** Jennifer Cole, Senior Research Fellow, Resilience & Emergency Management, Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)
- **Chairman:** Air Marshal Paul Evans CB, Surgeon General
- **Lieutenant Colonel Alison McCourt,** Commanding Officer of 22 Field Hospital
- **Lieutenant Colonel Mark Bailey,** Consultant Infectious Diseases, Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust
- **Group Captain Andy Green,** Defence Consultant Adviser Communicable Disease Control

**Contact our team today** to upgrade your visitor badge to a delegate badge.

Delegates who have already confirmed a delegate place include:

- **Security Advisor,** United Nations
- **Project Delivery Manager,** Transport for London
- **Policy Adviser,** ERG, Cabinet Office
- **Requirements Manager Defence Medical Equipment,** Med DT, DE&S
- **Technology Strategy,** Technology Office, Defence Equipment and Support; MOD
- **Deputy Director of Army Medical Services,** Army Medical Directorate, British Army
- **SO2 Medical Force Protection,** Medical, PJHQ
- **Chief of Staff - Soldier; Training & Special Programmes,** DE&S, Defence Equipment & Support - UK MOD
• Head of Expeditionary Infrastructure, Operational Infrastructure; Defence Equipment & Support, MOD
• Canadian Joint Operations Command Surgeon, Canadian Armed Forces
• Deputy Chief of Staff, Medical Directorate, Joint Forces Command
• COS Training Transformation Team, Royal Air Force
• Capability Advisor, CT&S, MOD-DSTL
• Head of Med Op Cap, Surgeon General, Ministry of Defence

Upgrade your badge now to join this senior medical audience at Trauma Innovation and the Ebola Learning Exploitation conference.

We look forward to welcoming you at DSEI 2015.

The DSEI Team

FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE 2015 WORLD LEADING DEFENCE AND SECURITY EVENT, YOU CAN VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR REGISTER YOUR INTEREST HERE >>
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Visitors and exhibitors should be aware that the purchase, procurement or brokering of any exhibit or promoted item on display at DSEI may require the granting of a strategic export license from the relevant UK government organisation. For more information and to access a copy of the legislation please see the guide on the Export Control Order 2008 on the ECO website. [Visit the DSEI website for more information.]
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